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Abstract: During the last decade, all clinical trial activities are conducted using paper system. But twenty first century is the era of 

Virtual Clinical Trials. The current progress in the field of research helps in breaking the stereotype of implementing paper system in 

research studies and modified this system into Electronic Data Capture System. The positive results of EDC system helps in accelerating 

the technologies used in clinical trials. Data safety in clinical trials can be guaranteed with e-technology by a series of softwares like 

Oracle clinical, Argus etc. Emerging technologies like social media, wearables, m-health technology and artificial intelligence can 

provide some specific benefits to the study participants.  The process of data collection can be strengthening by using electronic patient 

diaries. Patient outcomes can be upgraded by using m-health apps. Researchers also use m-health technologies in order to decrease trial 

time and drug development costs. Instead of all these advantages, e-technology can face some challenges and to reduce these challenges 

researchers should concentrate on using e-technologies in a precise manner. 
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1. Introduction 
 

Clinical research is one of the most promising approach in 

the field of research and development. Clinical trial is a 

research study done in human participants with their consent 

to resolve specific health issues 
[1]

. Clinical trials are done 

carefully in order to measure therapeutic effectiveness and 

enhance public health 
[1]

. Clinical research covers a long 

period of time using paper system for doing all the research 

activities till 1990’s 
[2]

. Conventional “face-to-face” 

approach was used previously in order to conduct clinical 

trial activities like recruitment, retention, delivery of 

interventions and data collection 
[3]

. But with the 

advancement of science and technology in healthcare, the 

clinical trials began to move from paper system to electronic 

data capture (EDC) system. EDC system is an alternative 

approach to clinical trial paper based data collection in 

which the stakeholders themselves enter the data directly 

into the electronic database 
[4]

. EDC is considered to be the 

most promising and preferred technology than the manual 

system as it provides efficient methods of clinical data 

capture, analysis and better data quality although the 

conversion of manual system to EDC system has been a 

slow progression due to some barriers that come in the path 

of EDC system 
[5,6]

. These barriers can be removed 

successfully once they understood and addressed at the 

initiation of the implementation process 
[6]

. EDC system is 

used for routine clinical use which ultimately saves time for 

clinical documentation 
[7]

. In order to avoid human errors 

and inefficiency in research, an EDC system needs to 

cooperate with electronic medical records system (EMR) in 

which the data needed for case report forms (CRF) is 

transcribed automatically from EMR to CRF 
[8]

. In 2016, a 

web based EDC tool called as “Brocade” was developed in 

order to capture key data elements like histology, stage, 

patients and treatment characteristics that helps to create 

electronic health records and improves clinical 

documentation 
[9]

.  Almost all the clinical research activities 

like patient recruitment, retention, engagement etc. are done 

by using e-technologies. Twenty first century is the era of 

Virtual Clinical Trial in the field of R&D 
[8]

. It can increase 

participation in the research by bringing studies directly to 

patients and to keep subjects engaged with the study 
[10]

. 

Computer based technologies are the effective means of 

giving support to health care consumers and remove the 

burden of the health care system as mobile apps are portable, 

flexible and relatively of low cost 
[11]

. Electronic informed 

consent for research shows a tremendous success in clinical 

trial model 
[12]

. 

 

2. Emerging Technologies 
  

Technology has a very massive impact on every area of 

science and healthcare like in R&D and also on clinical 

trials. It makes each and every stakeholder’s jobs easier, 

streamlined and is also a less time consuming method 
[13] 

. 

Some of the emerging technologies used in clinical trials 

are: 

 

Social media: Social media is an emerging platform in order 

to meet the requirements of patients with illness and helps in 

direct patient engagement with family, friends and 

community. “Smart Patients” and “Patient like Me” are the 

social media health related platforms which helps in 

providing peer-to-peer support to patients, families and 

becoming informed about the latest treatments. Social media 

also helps in knowing about global issues of emotional, 

financial and spiritual toxicities within a disease community. 

This platform also provide opportunities for patients to 

communicate with clinical investigators and other people 

across the world which helps clinical investigators in 

recruiting patients into the study. Patients can also have the 

opportunity to learn about latest research and contribute to 

scientific advancement 
[14]

. Social media is a rostrum which 

is popularly used for subject recruitment by using some apps 

like Twitter, Facebook, YouTube, Blogs and patient 

community 
[3]

. Twitter and facebook are the social media 

platforms that can help in patient recruitment by advertising 

specific clinical trials directly to patients 
[14]

. Social media 

also offers some unique benefits that most of the traditional 

recruitment channels cannot do such as study participants go 

online routinely in order to exchange their experiences 
[17]

. It 
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is an important platform for networking through blogs, 

facebook as it is used for rapid dispersion and acquirement 

of information 
[15]

.Social media is growing rapidly and it can 

transform people from content consumers into content 

producers 
[16]

. 

 

Wearables: Wearable technology is one of the most 

valuable technology to patients as it can improve patient 

outcomes 
[18]

. Wearables are used to measure or track 

physical and metabolic status 
[19]

. Wearable devices like 

Fitbits, wristbands, electronic footwear, hearing aids and 

Smart watches offer great potential in collection of richer 

data 
[19]

.These devices help people for self-health tracking, 

detection and diagnosis of heart rate, blood pressure, sweat 

and emotions. New smartwatches generation is emerging 

with wireless and mobile communication which are able to 

provide more than 24 hours of vital monitoring 
[22,23]

. 

Wearable devices are used to collect, evaluate, monitor 

multiple vital signs and are helpful in data storage and future 

diagnosis 
[20,21]

. Data collection can be enhanced by using 

digital diaries or electronic patient diaries that portray the 

key component of patient’s personal health and lifestyle 
[24]

. 

 

m-health technology: m-health technology that includes 

mobile sensors, telemedicine and patient engagement apps 

can alter the way of collecting the clinical trial data and 

improve the efficiency of studies 
[10]

. Researchers use m-

health technologies in order to decrease trial times and drug 

development costs 
[25]

. Apple software, Research kit are the 

recent apps developed in this area 
[38]

. m-health apps also 

have the capability to enhance the patient outcomes 
[26]

. In 

order to enhance self-management skills of persons with 

chronic conditions and disabilities, a mobile health system is 

used known as “iM Here”. 
[27]

. m-health apps are useful in 

raising self-awareness by reporting of symptoms 
[28]

. In 

2011, it was reported that more than 260 diabetes related 

iPhone applications were available for iPhone users 
[29]

. 

 

Artificial Intelligence: Artificial Intelligence plays an 

important role in the progress of personalized medicines, 

reduce medical errors, improve subject enrollment into 

clinical trials and have reported a good accuracy for breast 

cancer detection 
[30,31,32]

. Artificial Intelligence has the 

potential to change each stage of the clinical trial from 

enrollment to medication adherence. It can extracts specific 

information from patient’s medical records and compares it 

with the ongoing trials. AI can also estimate which patients 

have a higher chance of dropping out or not following 

protocol 
[36]

. AI can improve the quality of patient care in 

clinical practice and also helps in predicting the early stages 

of hypertension 
[33,34]

. In AI, computers learn from data and 

imitate human thought processes 
[35]

. AI like Watson (IBM’s 

artificial intelligent supercomputer) is capable of doing 

research work within minutes which human researchers can 

take weeks and months to do 
[37]

.  

 

3. Benefits of e-technology  
 

 Online access to the clinical trial data can reduce errors 
[38]

. 

 Technology allows for enhanced communication and 

information exchange 
[39]

. 

 m-health apps have the capability to enhance the patient 

care with growing confirmation of effectiveness 
[40]

. 

 e-technology can help in minimizing data redundancy 
[38]

. 

 Data collected by Interactive Response Technology (IRT) 

automatically passed to EDC system. 

 e-technology helps in eliminate duplication of efforts. 

 By using e-technology one can save time and money. 

 e-technology helps in eliminating possible mismatch 

between system 
[38]

. 

 VCT are patient centric. 

 It eliminates travel time to trial sites. 

 It provide safe and more comfortable space to receive 

treatment. 

 Patients with mobility issues can participate 
[39]

. 

 The positive results of EDC system helps in accelerating 

this technology in clinical trials, eliminate data errors and 

also the duration of a trial 
[41]

. 

 Computerized system helps in enhancing the patient 

recruitment criteria and eliminate errors 
[42]

. 

 Social media helps in enhancing mutually beneficial 

interactions between public health professionals and the 

lay public 
[43]

. 

 Wearable devices are used to measure the physical 

activities of human subjects and to make a real-time 

assessment of the physiological state of the subjects 
[44].

 

 EDC system helps in eliminating transcription errors, 

reduce paper management time and needs less physical 

storage space 
[45]

. 

 

4. Challenges of e-technology 
 

 There is a risk of failure of technology as it won’t operate 

properly. 

 Integrity and accuracy of data is the major concern of 

using e-technology. 

 Privacy and confidentiality issues arises by using e-

technology 
[39]

. 

 Cyber stalking, location disclosure, social profiling are the 

risks involved using social media for people 
[16]

. 

 The challenge EHR facing is quality of the data, so there 

is a need for better understanding of the factors behind 

poor data quality 
[48,49]

 

  The main aspect that needs attention in EHR quality 

assurance as it identifies the defects generated in the data 

and also minimize the risk of their occurrence in future 
[48]

. 

 

5. Conclusion 
 

Researchers serve e-technology as a blessing in the field of 

clinical research as it can helps in achieving many benefits 

so easily which cannot be achieved earlier such as it can 

improve efficiency and also lowers the cost of clinical trials. 

But still it can face many challenges like risk of failure of 

technology, privacy and confidentiality issues. To overcome 

these challenges, researchers need to focus on the proper 

planning and precise execution of e-technology. This 

overview enlightened the various useful technologies used in 

clinical trials and its challenges. 
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